A Tall Order

Tall order definition is - something that is very difficult to do. How to use tall order in a sentence.Definition of tall order
in the Idioms Dictionary. tall order phrase. What does tall order expression mean? Definitions by the largest Idiom
Dictionary.a tall order Breaking a habit, be it over-eating, over-drinking, biting your nails or jumping to conclusions, is a
tall order. Isn't that a tall order? To ask for.Define a tall order (phrase) and get synonyms. What is a tall order (phrase)? a
tall order (phrase) meaning, pronunciation and more by Macmillan Dictionary.A tall order definition: If something is a
tall order, it is very difficult. Meaning, pronunciation, translations and examples.Tall order definition: if something is a
tall order it is very difficult Meaning, pronunciation, translations and examples.Definition of tall order written for
English Language Learners from the Merriam- Webster Learner's Dictionary with audio pronunciations, usage
examples, and.Idiom Definition - (to be) a tall order - something very difficult to do.Synonyms for tall order at
brunobahs.com with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Find descriptive alternatives for tall
order.Synonyms for tall orders at brunobahs.com with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Find descriptive
alternatives for tall orders.completing that paper and submitting it on time proved to be a tall order, since I only had less
than a week to do it that's the last time I leave anything until the.Tall order definition, an authoritative direction or
instruction; command; mandate. See more.1 day ago From the ruins of the civil war, the country is now a beacon of
hope for Africa.June Jennifer Atkinson, David Baker, David Bottoms, Christopher Buckley, Raymond Carver, Gregory
Djanikian, Lynda Hull, Josephine Jacobsen.During a dinner date, a woman stops time to ponder what meal to order, and
in doing so ends up thoroughly deconstructing male/female relationships.tall order - Translation to Spanish,
pronunciation, and forum discussions.
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